GMDC NEWS
October 2018

President's Corner
By Susannah
Hello fellow dirt fishers!

“Can you dig it? We can!”
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detectinghistory@
yahoo.com

Club Officers:
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Susannah Kriegshauser

Vice President
Mackie Douglas
Treasurer
Rich Bereswill

Secretary
Pat Reece

Rats, foiled again! Our Civil War hunt in Rolla didn't
materialize due to thunderstorms, but not to worry. The owner
has given us another date and we will get this hunt in. I wish I
could have gotten some of that rain where I live--my ground
is still as hard as a rock and I'll soon be getting out the dratted
hose for the lawn. Definitely not good for detecting, which is
a shame because the days have been nice. But I know some of
you are hanging in there and it is always interesting to see
what people bring in for Finds of the Month (FOM).
Our next big activity, notwithstanding the above and the
November club hunt, will be the Christmas party. Here's a
chance to bring your family for some fun, food, and prizes!
We will be raffling off that gold coin we've all been buying
tickets for, and we will also announce the winner of the
volunteer contest. Another big announcement will be the
winners of the FOM contest. We definitely need some "idea"
people for this Christmas committee, so earn another contest
slip by volunteering. See Rich for details.
Speaking of FOM--now that we have two years of it under
our belts, the officers have realized that we need another
category. It would be for those of our members who are brand
new to detecting or who don't quite have the experience yet to
know how to do effective hunting. We are still working out
the details, and hope you all can give us some input. We think
that some of our "newbie" members feel a bit intimidated
when faced with the output from experienced hunters who
hunt constantly. Since we don't want anyone to feel left out,
we are thinking of a way to include all levels of competence.
If you have any ideas, let an officer know!
Our November club hunt will again be at Relleke Pumpkin
Farm. We always have success here, as every year there has
been rings and silver found, plus a lot of clad. I'm hoping this
year someone also finds an Indian arrowhead!

Happy Hunting!
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2018 CALENDAR
Feb 06: GMDC meeting
NO HUNT IN FEB
Mar 06: GMDC meeting
Mar 10: GMDC hunt
Mystery Hunt
Mar 17: Metal Detecting
Basics Class
Apr 03: GMDC meeting
Apr 14: CW Park Day
May 01: GMDC meeting
May 05: GMDC hunt
Hencken Place
Mar 26: Metal Detecting
Basics Class
Jun 05: GMDC meeting
Jun 09: Cancelled
Jun 23: Metal Detecting
Basics Class
Jul 03: NO MEETING
Jul 07: GMDC hunt
Francis Park
Jul 28: Metal Detecting
Basics Class
Aug 07: GMDC meeting
Aug 11: GMDC hunt
Greensfelder Park
Sep 04: GMDC meeting
Sep 08: GMDC BBQ
(rained out)
Sep 15: GMDC hunt
Mystery Hunt
Oct 02: GMDC meeting
Oct 06: GMDC hunt
Mystery Hunt
(due to weather, moved
to Oct 20)
Nov 06: GMDC meeting
Nov 10: GMDC hunt
Site TBD
Dec 04: GMDC holiday
party
NO HUNT IN DECEMBER
NO MTG OR HUNT IN JAN

Monthly Meeting Notes
Attendance at the October meeting was an impressive 43. We
welcomed new club members Mark Arbuthnot, Bill and
Taylor Feucht, and Douglas Roussin.
Nominations for the Vice President and Secretary positions
began during the October club meeting. Voting will be held in
November, and the election results will be announced at the
December meeting. Positions are held for two years.
Because the GMDC BBQ was canceled due to weather, the
Volunteer Contest will remain open for entries until the
December holiday party. The gold coin raffle will remain
open until the December holiday party. If you bought tickets
to the BBQ, please see treasurer Rich to be refunded.
Rich reported that the club account stands at $2,154.00, and
$120.00 has been donated to the museum fund.
Club tee shirts are available at $15.00, and long-sleeved tee
shirts run $20.00. Discussion was held about ordering hooded
sweatshirts in 2019.
Susannah provided detail about how she previews a potential
hunt site, which includes bringing a buddy along, no detector,
checking out the parking, restrooms, accessibility, cell
service, type of terrain, Genevieve Method, and if it’s a
Mystery Hunt, and determining a meeting place.
Rich is in charge of the holiday party. A signup sheet to be on
the party committee will be available at the November club
meeting. You can volunteer beforehand! Volunteering will
earn you a slip for the 2019 Volunteer Contest. The holiday
party will be held in the 1918 building. We may be some of
the first to enjoy the new carpeting that has already been
installed!
Attendance prizes: John Westermayer – 1944 Liberty
Walking Half Dollar, Pat Boos – 1922 Silver Peace
Dollar, Ed Meyer – Displayed Civil War Bullet.
50/50: Sandee Adams – $59.00.
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ANOTHER C.A.T.
SUCCESS STORY!

WANTED
Club members to write an
In the Loupe article. Let us
know how you got into
detecting, what you like
about it, favorite finds,
hunting adventures, etc. Submit your article
to detecting detectinghistory@yahoo.com
and we’ll say, “thank you, pardner!”

By Ron Prebianca
Ron P., a member of the club’s Community
Assistance Team (CAT) succeeded again! “I
answered the call and met the homeowner
on 9/13 to search for the left front property
stake in their
yard. They knew
where the left
rear stake was
located and it
was obvious
their existing
fence was in the
neighbor's yard.
I started by
running my coil
over the rear
stake to get an accurate reading on my AT
Pro. It rang up a strong, consistent 37, so I
used the notch discrimination feature to
eliminate everything from one notch below
and one notch above. We then went to the
front yard to the area where the stake would
most likely be located. After a few minutes I
got the same signal to ring up. Next I used
my digging tool until I felt it hit the buried
metal stake. The homeowner was very
happy with the result and they could finally
proceed with the installation of their new
fence.

WHO IS “BILLY
DINGS”?
This is a follow-up to an article from the
September newsletter about an interesting
find and the research that was performed.

Dave Steck sent the following information:
“Given my background in furniture, I'm
writing in response to Marvin Gilliam's
article of the Billy
Dings tag he found. The
term "1/4 sawn oak"
refers to the cut of the
oak log. The log is first
sawn in half
lengthwise. Each piece
is then sawn in half again, giving you four
quarters, hence the term quarter sawn.

My detector beeps
erratically or when I
scan rough grass or
stubble.

At this point it is plain sawn, giving the
boards a very straight grain (or striped
effect). This cut was and still is mostly used
in furniture and very suitable for the simple
Mission styles of that era. That said, it
would seem likely that the tag would have
been attached to a bundle of quarter sawn
oak to identify the species and type of cut.”

Is your coil cord wrapped
correctly around the
shaft? A loose coil will
wiggle in its socket,
causing a false impulse to
flow to the coil. The coil should be
wrapped snugly around the shaft,
neither too tight or too loose.

Thanks Dave!
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generally can’t walk and detect at the same
time.

METAL DETECTING
SKI SLOPES

I decided to work my way up the extremely
steep slope and detect along the way. It took
me most of the day, but I worked my way
upslope until I made it to the upper glacial
cirque area, which took several hours.
Along the way, I found silver coins, mostly
dimes, sterling jewelry (including one man’s
I.D. bracelet that easily weighs 2 or 3 oz.),
along with glasses, cameras, various metal
tags and zippers, but no gold. Glenn was one
of the group who decided to take it easy and
detect the lower basin, where people slow
down and prepare to get back on the ski lift.
Something I didn’t think about at the time,
but at the bottom of the slope skiers rest,
take off their gloves, and eventually head
back towards the ski lift. That’s where rings
and other jewelry can get lost.

By Mike Prugger
I don’t know how many of you have ever
thought about or heard of metal detecting on
ski slopes, but it turns out to be pretty fun. I
was traveling and metal detecting in
Colorado one time. The group I was with
included well-known Treasure Hunter and
Author, H. Glenn Carson. We had an
opportunity to detect the Loveland ski area
on one of our days out. Who’s going to pass
up a chance like that?
The Loveland ski area sits on the east/south
side of the Eisenhower Tunnel and crosses
the Continental Divide with a summit of
13,010 feet. Loveland basin has been a
popular ski area since 1936, and I have
heard of people finding silver dollars on the
slopes. It is basically some type of
government land and is leased in the winter
for skiing, but usually just a few hikers are
there in the summer months.

Glen detected at the bottom of the slope,
along the trail and in the staging area for the
ski lift and found a large 14K men’s gold
wedding band, but no silver coins.
Loveland Pass is a large area that has been
skied over for a long time, by many
thousands of people, and there’s literally an
unlimited amount of targets to detect. I’m
pretty sure there will always be good stuff to
find there, if you’re feeling a little
adventurous. Some guy I was talking to at
the bottom of the slope told me that the
really good finds were peoples' lost wallets
that you could find as the snow melted in the
spring!

We pulled off the highway, right before
going thru the Eisenhower Tunnel, and
parked in the parking lot at the bottom of the
slope. And what a slope it is! It is extremely
hard to even “walk” up, so steep in fact that
it appears like the soil covering the slope
generally just rolls or sloughs downhill
continually covering and uncovering new
ground and new targets. You really have to
watch your footing and that means you

HIDDEN VALLEY FINDS AND MEMORIES!
The club’s September Mystery Hunt was held at Hidden
Valley in Eureka, making Mike’s article even more timely!
30 of our members braved pretty high temperatures and
humidity for September, to take advantage of this unique
detecting opportunity.
The next page shows some of the rewards and fun we had
during our three-hour hunt, and our heartfelt thanks has been
extended to the owners with a $50 check from the club
(along with a hope to return next spring!)
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FINDS OF THE
MONTH

FOM Contest Rules:
1. Fill out an entry form at the beginning of
the meeting, and hand it to a member of
the FOM committee.

Oldest Coin

2. Only one entry, per person, is allowed
(not one entry per category).
3. Finds must ONLY be from the
previous month (honor system).
4. Everyone making a submission will
receive one point. Category winners will
receive two points.

Dan H.: 1909 Vdb Lincoln Penny
Prize: 1943 Liberty Half Dollar

Points will be recorded and tallied by the
FOM committee. At the end of the year, the
winner will receive a FABULOUS prize.

Most Valuable Coin

ST. LOUIS
COUNTY
LIBRARY
HAPPENINGS
Tim P.: 1929-D Barber Dime
Prize: 1853 Seated Liberty Quarter

The History Club at the St. Louis County
Library offers movies and talks that some of
our club members may find interesting.

Interesting Artifact

The Missouri-Kansas Border War and
the Coming of the Civil War
Presented by the National Parks Department

Learn about the cause of the brutal
Missouri-Kansas border war, its central
figures, and how it contributed to the
outbreak of the American Civil War.
Tuesday, October 16th, 2:00 p.m.
Samuel C. Sachs Branch
16400 Burkhardt Place
Chesterfield, MO 63017
314-994-3300

Julie W.: Turnberry, Scotland
Ball Marker
Prize: 1926 Silver Peace Dollar

Advanced registration required (online)
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had to evacuate. I was on my way to L.A. to
do a play, and I evacuated to St. Louis. I lost
track of my family for three days. I was
hanging out in Oakville and Affton, so I
went to Tower Tee to blow off some steam.

TOWER TEE
MEMORIES
By CJ Lotz
(Article supplied by
Lee Nunnally)

What do you usually hit when you come
through? A jumbo bucket of balls? I get
small buckets, because I’ve got bad arthritis
in both my shoulders. After a while, on a
large bucket, it starts defeating its own
purpose to me. Did you ever drive around
that metal cage to pick up balls?

“OK, so where’d you
go to high school?” John Goodman asks me.
I thought I was doing the interviewing, but
the notoriously friendly actor turned the
format around,
asking me the
perennial St. Louis
question. “Eureka,” I
answer. “All the way
out in Eureka.” But
he knows the town—
and a guy who was
once mayor, way
before my time, he says. I have Goodman on
the phone because I want to ask him about
Tower Tee, my family’s golf course and
driving range, near where he grew up. (His
answer: Affton High.)

Well, my dad used to make me and my
brother pick the field by hand if it rained.
If we run the ball-picker, the balls smush
into the ground and we lose money. He
used to make us work all night and then
pay us $20 and breakfast at Uncle Bill’s
Pancake House. That’s better than what I
used to get at the car wash.
Any other memories? I did a movie about
Babe Ruth, and I had to learn how to hit lefthanded. So I was home and I thought, “Let’s
go to Tower Tee and practice at the batting
cages.” Well, a ball tailed off and broke my
thumb. I went to St. Anthony’s, blood
gushing out of the bottom of my thumbnail,
and I’m shaking, and the nurses are hitting
me up for autographs. This really makes me
sad, bringing up these memories. Tell your
dad I hope to get up there this summer.

Was that your first memory of golf?
Growing up, the only golf I knew was
miniature golf, and we used to drive by
Tower Tee and just honk our horns at
people.
My dad told me he saw you at the Tee
right after Hurricane Katrina hit New
Orleans [where Goodman now lives]. I

Source: CJ Lotz, www.stlmag.com

ADDITIONAL TOWER TEE FINDS!
Far left: “Quarter
Man” (Marvin G.)
shows how he
got his nickname.
Left: Bill S.
comes away with
one of the best
finds on the last
weekend of
hunting.
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FOR SALE

Gateway MD Club
https://gatewaymetaldetectingclub.com/
detectinghistory@yahoo.com

 Garrett ProPointer with box and
instructions: $45 (used)
 Garrett Clear Sound Easy Stow
Headphones: $15 (brand new)
 Garrett Edge Digger W/Sheath: $25 (brand
new)
 Garrett Edge Digger W/Sheath: $20 (used)

"Can you dig it? WE can!"

CLASSIFIEDS

Contact Information:
Email: ericeman@swbell.net
Phone: 314-574-2947

If you want an ad in the
CLASSIFIEDS or HUNT BUDDIES
sections, please send them through:
detectinghistory@yahoo.com

WHO WE ARE
We are a group of detecting enthusiasts
whose aim is to get out there and have fun,
find fellowship, and find and preserve our
nation's history. We dig responsibly, act
respectfully, and operate legally. We invite
you to join us. You won't be disappointed!

Club short- and long-sleeved tee
shirts and fleece hoodies are
available in various sizes. $15 tee,
$20 long sleeve, $25 hoodie. See a
club officer for more information.

MEETINGS
We meet on the first Tuesday of
every month at:
Missouri Civil War Museum
222 Worth Road
St. Louis, MO 63125
7:00 pm (Doors open at 6:30 pm)

Open to the public!
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